
playground communication
HELPING ADULTS FACILITATE MORE MEANINGFUL COMMUNICATION OPPORTUNITIES FOR MAC

ideals i-don’ts
★encourage children to make 

physical contact with Mac when 
they are speaking with him so he 
knows they are there.

DON’T enforce this as a rule - it is just an 
option.  As adults we don’t feel comfortable 
shaking every person’s hand, hugging or 
kissing on greeting nor do children. 
Always respect a child’s individual personal 
space and comfort zones.

★encourage children to let him 
know who it is speaking with him, 
eg “Hey Macco, it’s Max… how 
are you”.

DON’T enforce this as a rule.  
Once again, consider if you feel comfortable 
always announcing yourself on entering a 
room, sometimes it isn’t necessary.  
Shyness, uncomfortableness or timidness of 
a child should not exclude them from 
communicating in “their way” with Mac.  
Also, many children have been friends with 
Mac through pre-school, day care and socially  
for many years - he knows them, knows their 
voices and their touch - there is no need for 
them to introduce themselves.   
Again respect for the friendships, the 
interactions and the people (albeit little 
people) is paramount.

★encourage children to request 
Mac to make eye contact with 
them when they are talking with 
him eg “Mac, where’s your eyes” 
or “where’s eyes”, “Where’s your 
face, show me your face”, “head 
up Macco”, “Let me see your 
face so I can see what you are 
saying”...

DON’T force them or Mac to do this - it is just 
a means to give them tools to help them and 
Mac communicate in a more meaningful way.  
It also gives them a way to measure Mac’s 
improving level of interactivity - children notice 
changes much quicker than adults do - they 
will revel in their roles in these improvements 
and his successes.
On the ‘flip side’ you should respect Mac’s 
choice not to make eye contact.  Mac is able 
to be discerning in his level of attentiveness of 
those around him - he can usually work out 
who is ‘worthy’ of communicating with and 
who isn’t.  Mac won’t interact with those he 
doesn’t want to - he must be allowed to have 
this control over his own life.  
Obviously if he is getting into trouble then yes, 
his teacher or the teacher in charge should 
seek his attention and request eye contact. 



playground communication
HELPING ADULTS FACILITATE MORE MEANINGFUL COMMUNICATION OPPORTUNITIES FOR MAC

ideals & i-dont’s continued
Many of these little people are Mac’s strongest advocates and, given the opportunity, will 
continue to play a part in his life for the rest of his life.  Some may even become legal 
decision makers for him (as young adults) with his parents or maybe later in life after his 
parents are no longer around or able to care for him.  

Adults should not get in the way of the formation of meaningful relationships by Mac and 
other children - they should not jeopardize them by unnecessary interference or 
restrictions.  

Children should be allowed to be their normal ‘silly’ selves if they choose - that’s why 
children like hanging out with children and not ‘boring adults’.  

Adults do not need to be in earshot of every conversation taking place with Mac.  If you do 
not listen to every game, comment, conversation of the other children you should not do so 
with him.  Provided Mac is in a safe enough location - he should be able to be left alone (at 
least physically if not visually) to integrate properly with his peers.  Adults should not be the 
‘constant’ in his life - they should essentially be an almost invisible means to facilitate his 
inclusion.  Mac should be able to simply being Mac and not a combo of Mac and “Aides 
Name”.

No child should feel they can’t approach and communicate with Mac if they have tried to 
do so at an appropriate time, in a friendly and appropriate way.  

No child should ever be “sent away” from Mac without explanation or education by the 
person sending them off as to why their presence at that time was not warranted.  Failure 
to do this could mean that child may never again approach Mac for fear of getting into 
trouble or they may never approach Mac when that adult/aide is present because they 
become wary of the ‘rules’.  No child, Mac or anyone else, should be put in this position, 
ever.

When Mac is the topic of conversation in room/meeting by adults et al he should not be 
spoken about as if he isn’t there, he should be included in the conversation or removed 
from the vicinity to a more suitable location if the conversation it isn’t appropriate for his 
‘ears’.  


